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1. Plans for annual AVIA Asia Video Summit (AVS) and Policy Roundtable 

In light of COVID-19, the upcoming Policy Roundtable will be held as an online event on 4 November 2020, from 

2-6 pm SGT/HKT. The Roundtable will remain by invite only, giving members and regulators an online space to 

engage. Following the Roundtable, the virtual Piracy Summit (5 November) and the Asia Video Summit (AVS), 

which will be a hybrid event, will be held on 10-12 November. Holding the event as a hybrid event will enable 

AVIA to hold small physical gatherings in Singapore and Hong Kong to provide opportunities for networking 

while complying with social distancing restrictions.  

 

All sessions will be recorded for on demand viewing. For AVIA members, the cost for attending the Roundtable 

(by invitation only) is US$300 while the AVS and Piracy Summit is free. Regulatory and Anti-Piracy Committee 

members will be sent invitations to the Roundtable by the end of September. If anyone on the Committee would 

like to join but has yet to receive an invitation, please email Emily (emily@avia.org).  

 

AVIA is currently preparing a booklet on the latest OCC regulations in the APAC region, which will be distributed 

at the AVS. A summarized version of the booklet has been circulated to Committee members via email. If 

members find any inaccuracies in the circulated text, please email John (john@avia.org) or Clare 

(clare@avia.org).   

 

After the conclusion of the AVS, AVIA will publish the pay TV and advertising Regulatory Surveys, 2020, online on 

the AVIA website, as well as the wallchart, which will be mailed to members in Singapore and Hong Kong in 

hardcopy, as well as members elsewhere who request a copy. 

 

2. Indonesia Update 

Two FTA broadcasters from MNC Group had previously filed a petition with the Constitutional Court to have the 

Broadcasting Law apply to online content providers. At the first hearing, Kominfo opposed the petition and 

stated that developing a bespoke regulatory approach was more appropriate for OCC.  

 

The Court asked Kominfo to provide an overview of OCC regulations in other countries. AVIA provided Kominfo 

with a summary of OCC regulations (the same copy circulated to Committee members) but decided not to make 

a submission to the court as the submission process was more appropriate for Indonesian entities. Instead, AVIA 

acted as an information source to Kominfo and some NGOs to offer an industry perspective. 

 

At the second hearing, the House of Representatives also expressed opposition towards the petition.  

 

The case evoked widespread criticism towards MNC Group in the press and on social media. The next hearing is 

scheduled on October 1st, where the two MNC Group broadcasters will be calling on Constitutional experts to 

make their argument.  

 

3. Taiwan Update (Public Hearing) 

A few months ago, the National Telecommunications Commission (NCC) published their draft law to regulate 

OCC platforms, the Internet Audiovisual Services Management Act for comments. The translated draft was 

circulated to Committee members.  
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Trevor Fernandes (Motion Picture Association) gave a summary of MPA’s observations from the NCC’s public 

hearing on the draft, which took place on September 3rd. At the hearing, the majority of stakeholders expressed 

more concern than support towards the draft.  

 

The popular sentiment among stakeholders was that the proposed regulations were too stringent and a 

significant portion of the regulations were already covered in existing legislation. The industry also expressed 

the need for NCC to focus more on self-regulation and anti-piracy efforts. The cable satellite industry took the 

opportunity to express their dissatisfaction with the stringency of current regulations on their own industry, and 

asked for the video industry regulations in general to be reduced. For telco companies, their concern was with 

the draft’s requirement for ISPs to block services if they fail to comply with the legislation, and what that may 

entail in terms of legality and liability. There was also pushback towards the draft’s requirement for companies 

to provide confidential business data to the NCC. Finally, there was a question about overlap with recent activity 

by the Ministry of Economic Affairs which had banned Chinese investment, stakeholders also questioned the 

necessity of NCC imposing a registration requirement given it would already appear that Chinese OCC services 

are prevented from operating in Taiwan. 

 

Overall, the NCC was urged to conduct more industry consultation and take more time with the draft. The NCC 

appeared unprepared for the amount of comments or opposition towards the draft at the hearing.  

 

John noted that the requirement of providing business data is carried over from the regulations on international 

pay TV channels. AVIA has for many years advocated for a review of the regulations for the entire video industry 

in Taiwan with a view to regulate down and reduce the legacy burdens on the cable industry. With this stance in 

mind, AVIA wrote a submission to the NCC to advocate for more light touch regulation of OTT players. 

Separately, MPA also wrote a submission. The submission deadline was September 20th. 

 

It is worth noting that in the near future the NCC will likely be placed under the newly established Ministry of 

Digital Development, which may entail a change in NCC’s role moving forward. 

 

4. Korea Update 

The Ministry of Science and Information Technology (MSIT) has published their draft for quality of service 

regulations to be imposed on content providers. Korean ISPs previously pushed for having content providers pay 

infrastructure development fees to ISPs, but the MSIT has not implemented this in their draft. The published 

draft will only apply to content providers with more than one million daily active users, and covers obligations 

on preventing network traffic problems, advanced consultation with ISPs, annual reporting to the MSIT and 

notifying users of their rights.  

 

The regulations as of now appear acceptable. However, the draft is not final and has been met with substantial 

pushback from ISPs as well as local internet content providers, who were previously opposed to the demand of 

ISP payments, but now take issue with international content providers not having the ISP payment obligations 

that local players do. 

 

5. India Update 
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The Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) has published a self-regulation code for OCC providers, 

which has been circulated to committee members. The code, developed through discussion between industry 

players, promotes a lighter touch regulation and as of now has 17 signatories.  

 

Anjan Mitra (AVIA) said that government has not yet publicly responded to the new Code. However, privately 

they have expressed that they are looking for more stringent regulation, specifically a system with an 

ombudsman for each company rather than a self-regulatory committee. However, before any mandatory regime 

is introduced, the government must first decide which ministry has jurisdiction over online streaming. At the 

moment we can assume that the government will step in only if overwhelming amount of complaints are 

directed toward the industry. 

 

John noted that there have been a lot of court cases in India in which there were comments for the government 

to start regulating OCC platforms. Anjan noted that some could be significant, some not and that that it was 

likely a mix of motivated and genuine comments from the petitioners. 

 

Separately, AVIA has signed a letter as one of a dozen global associations to express their concern over the 

government’s proposed legislation for non-personal data. The letter was written by the US India Business 

Council to the Secretary of Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology. 

 

6. Philippines Legislation 

The Movie and Television Review and Classification Board (MTRCB) has again proposed a legislative framework 

that gives them regulatory power over online streaming services. Their proposal has been met with widespread 

criticism from both the government and public, which led to the MRTCB putting out a statement clarifying they 

are not intending to act as a censorship board for online content providers. With the pushback on the MRTCB’s 

proposal, it is unclear whether their legislative framework will be able to move forward. 

7. CAP Update 

Malaysia 

Malaysia previously had a two-ministry site blocking process to block pirate services, which was ineffective it 

was a slow administrative process. In February 2019, CAP held an anti-piracy summit with Astro and Malaysian 

Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) to promote a one-ministry site blocking process. This 

was subsequently implemented by the MDTCA in July, giving rightsholders a fast-tracked blocking application 

process that required response from the ISP within 72 hours. CAP has also done forensic training and shared 

YouGov results with the MDTCA to encourage anti-piracy efforts. 

 

Recent YouGov survey results show that since August 2019 there has been a 64% decrease in consumer access 

of piracy websites, while use of ISDs reduced from 23% to 9%. 65% consumers noticed that piracy sites were 

being blocked by the government. When consumers noticed pirate sites being blocked, 49% no longer accessed 

piracy services while 42% said they rarely accessed piracy services. 20% said that they have since subscribed to 

paid streaming services, and 6% reported spending more time watching AVOD. YouGov’s research also 

examined consumer awareness of the detriments of piracy. Here they found that 57% recognized that piracy 

results in loss of profit and 52% acknowledged it causes losses of jobs in the creative industry. 
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Indonesia 

Survey data over the last twelve months in Indonesia saw a similar reduction in consumer piracy as 50% 

reported no longer accessing piracy services and 34% said they rarely access. The CAP Data Portal also observed 

a 69% traffic reduction to piracy sites for Indonesia, with a simultaneous 30% increase to traffic on legal 

streaming services. Since July 2019, over 2500 streaming sites and APK domains have been blocked with a one-

ministry approach. 

 

Singapore 

Singapore’s YouGov Survey results from June 2020 showed a reduction in ISD use from 20% to 11%, while 62% 

said they no longer access piracy services and only 17% consumers reported accessing piracy services. On the 

question of who is responsible for anti-piracy efforts, 26% attributed responsibility to the government, a 

response which is not as popular in other countries, while 37% it was up to the individual.  

 

Philippines 

The YouGov survey results will be shared with the Philippine government to encourage a streamlined site 

blocking process as per the successful results in Indonesia and Malaysia. A MOU is currently being discussed 

between IPOPHL, the National Telecommunications Commission and National Committee on IP Rights (NCIPR) to 

create a site blocking protocol. Neil Gane (CAP) has commissioned a YouGov research project for the Philippines 

and results should be received in September. He anticipates similar results as with September 2019.  

8. Vietnam Decree 6 

The Ministry of Information and Communications (MIC) continues to try to make amendments to Decree 6 that 

extends their regulatory power to online content. The MIC’s previous attempts at the amendment were 

unsuccessful as the Office of the Government found the regulations too heavy-handed. The newest draft has 

been met with divided opinions among the ministries. 

 

Representing AVIA and USABC, Vu Tu Thanh has had two meetings with Vietnamese ministries on this issue, in 

which Minister of IC (MIC), the Authority of Broadcasting and Electronic Information (ABEI) and local industry 

players were present. 

 

At the first meeting, Thanh observed that the MIC Minister and ABEI held conflicting views on what should be 

the appropriate regulatory regime. ABEI proposed a licensing regime as applied to pay TV, which entailed a high 

degree of control as licensing in Vietnam includes foreign ownership restrictions that prevent foreign services 

from obtaining licenses. However, the Minister opposed this proposal and stated that ABEI did not provide 

sufficient legal grounds to draw equivalence between OTT and pay TV, and thus there were no legal grounds to 

impose licensing on OTT services. ABEI was then instructed by the Minister to look into regulatory frameworks 

other than licensing. In response, ABEI pointed to Singapore’s licensing of AVOD providers as a working model. 

While Thanh clarified that Singapore’s licensing model was different from Vietnam’s in crucial ways, ABEI 

maintained Singapore as an example to push for a licensing regime. To follow up on the meeting, AVIA will share 

with ABEI a matrix summarizing OCC regulations in other countries of the APAC region, including Singapore.  

 

At the second meeting, ABEI presented another draft that largely maintained their original stance with stringent 

licensing and pre-censorship requirements, citing the Press Law, Cinema Law and other laws as their legal basis.  
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For purposes of censorship, ABEI divided VOD content into three categories: news and politics; movies; sports 

and entertainment. Brought under the Press Law, news and political OTT content would all have to be pre-

censored, i.e. edited by a local Vietnamese agency prior to broadcast. Foreign OTT Movies would be required to 

undergo review and approval prior to broadcast, as per the Cinema Law. Sports and entertainment OTT shows 

would not need pre-censorship, however all relevant laws, including the Press Law, would apply. 

 

To argue for the legal grounds of OTT licensing, ABEI cited the Investment Law and Press Law, the latter which 

states all media businesses have to be licensed and foreign ownership requires the Prime Minister’s approval. 

When reminded that the Minister had instructed ABEI to look for alternative regulatory frameworks and was 

reminded again to do so, ABEI explicitly rejected said instructions.  

 

ABEI met again with the Minister on September 15th meeting to present their revised draft. The revised draft has 

two possible outcomes. The Minister of IC may choose for his deputy to present the draft to the government, 

instead of himself, leaving the decision to the higher authority of the government. If the government again 

rejects the proposal, ABEI will be obliged to redraft. On the other hand, the Minister may reject ABEI’s proposal 

again and ask them again to look for an alternative to licensing. The Minister has stated he would like a draft 

submitted to the government by October 1st.  

 

Thanh noted the Party Congress is near and there will not be enough time to redraft. With the Congress, the 

current Minister of IC may be reassigned to another post and the new Minister may hold a different opinion 

towards ABEI’s proposal. With these factors in mind, ABEI is not compelled to create another draft. In a private 

conversation with the Deputy Director General of ABEI, Thanh was told that a higher authority than the Minister 

of IC has instructed ABEI to issue the Decree within this year. 

 

Thanh suggested that AVIA undertake an aggressive campaign to engage the Office of the Government, Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs, and the MIC to make sure the Decree does not pass as it is now.   

9. AOB 

The next committee meeting will be held in mid-November. 


